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FLASH NOTE:  
 

Fed Remains on Hold For One Reason – Greece.  End of Story! 
  
  The only reason the Fed chose not to raise interest rates by a miniscule quarter 
point at today’s FOMC meeting was because of Greece. 
  
    This speck of an economy --- China churns out an economy the size of Greece 
every week and a half! ---  is now holding world financial markets hostage as the 
country edges closer to default and an inglorious exit from the Eurozone.  
  
  Simply put, the Fed couldn’t comfortably pull the interest rate trigger until it got 
past the “potential” global financial fallout of a Greek default.  
  
    Yet true to form, not a word about Greece was mentioned in the FOMC 
statement.  Instead, we were given some upbeat comments on the US recovery: 
  
“…economic activity has been expanding moderately..” 
  
“…underutilization of labor resources diminished…” 
  
“…housing sector has shown some improvement…” 
  
“…Committee expects inflation to rise gradually toward 2 percent over the medium 
term as the labor market improves.”  
  
       Make no mistake, had it not been for Greece, the Fed would have raised rates 25 
basis points at this meeting and the US economy would easily have been able to 
withstand it.  
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      While the FOMC’s latest projection of real GDP growth for this year was 
reduced to a range of 1.8% to 2% (from 2.3% to 2.7% last March), that change could 
not have been the justification to stay pat on monetary policy. This downward 
revision in growth was due to the GDP contraction in Q1, and virtually every 
member of the Committee attributed that decline to transitory factors.  And they 
were proven right. The economy has since gathered more momentum, so much so 
that we revised up our expectations for 2Q growth to 3.1%, from 2.9%.  Secondly, 
the Fed’s own projections show inflation moving closer to their 2% target this year 
and next.  In other words, if Janet Yellen and her colleagues at the central bank were 
truly “data dependant” in determining monetary policy (as they say in every one of 
their speeches), this was the month they should have begun to normalize rates.  
  
     But it appears the public urging by IMF chief Christine Lagarde asking the Fed to 
delay any rate increase (as well as similar if more discreet pleadings by the ECB) have 
had a significant impact on the Fed decision at this meeting.  
 
    So here’s the concern now.  By choosing to keep fed funds rate near zero for 
several more months despite evidence the US economy has firmly bounced back 
from the 1Q contraction, and with inflation pressures awakening, the risk of a price 
bubble in bonds grows exponentially. Should that bubble burst in the coming weeks 
and cause US bond yields to shoot up, economic growth would grind to a halt fairly 
quickly.  
 
    It appears Fed is prepared to take that chance for the rest of the summer. We view 
this decision based less on economic science and more on the throw of a dice.   
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